World Championships

Regulation 25.2.2

A submission from the International Kiteboarding Association

Purpose or Objective

To correct past and avoid future problems

Proposal

Amend regulation 25.2.2 as follows:

ISAF Class Associations have the sole right to hold world and continental championships of their class, these being class events as defined in Regulation 10.5(f). If “Major and Recognised Events”, as specified in Regulation 25.8.12, want to use equipment that complies with class rules of an ISAF Class Association (Regulation 10) this can only be done with the agreement of the ISAF Class Association concerned.

Current Position

As above.

Reasons

1. To avoid the duplication of world titles
2. To avoid that “Major and Recognised Events” increase, without outside control, the number of world tour titles distributed.
3. To avoid that “Major and Recognised Events” compete for world championship already held by the ISAF class association.